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Boat Fire Threatens Fontana Home

Date/Time: 07/03/23, 1:10PM
Location: 15100 block of Arrow Blvd, Fontana
Incident: Boat Fire

Summary:

This morning San Bernardino County Fire crews were dispatched to a reported boat on fire. While en-route the call was upgraded to a residential structure fire due to reports of a home also involved.

Crews arrived on-scene to find a 30’ boat well involved on fire threatening a home and multiple vehicles. Firefighters initiated an aggressive attack, working to suppress the boat fire & mitigate the spread to the home.

Within 15 minutes of arrival the fire was knocked down & structure threat was mitigated. While the boat, a vehicle & trailer were destroyed, firefighters were successful in saving the home. The fires cause and origin remains under investigation.

San Bernardino County responded with four Engines, a Truck Company, a Medic Squad, Battalion Chief & a Fire Investigator.